ABOUT
SIT

Singapore Institute
of Technology (SIT)
is Singapore’s
university of applied
learning. It aims to
be a leader in innovative
university education by
integrating learning, industry and
community. SIT offers its own applied
degree programmes with a unique
pedagogy that integrates work
and study. It also offers specialised
degree programmes in partnership
with world-class universities.

OVERSEAS INTEGRATED
WORK STUDY
PROGRAMME

The Integrated Work Study Programme (IWSP)
is a distinctive feature of SIT, allowing workready undergraduates to be immersed in
organisation through an extended work stint,
integrating classroom knowledge with real
world application. Overseas IWSP (OIWSP) is the
overseas equivalent of IWSP.

OBJECTIVES
OF OIWSP

Applied Learning
Integration of theory and
practice, training students
for future regional roles.

Exposure to Real-World
Environment
Develop skills, adaptability,
creativity and innovation
through exposures in
regional industries and
work practices.

Alignment with
Committee on the
Future Economy (CFE)
Strategies
One of the CFE Strategies
encourages students to
acquire Global-Asia insights
and immerse themselves in
overseas markets.
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DURATION OF OIWSP
OIWSP lasts between 6 to 12 months,
in either overseas or hybrid work
arrangement.

IWSP/OIWSP COMMENCEMENT
The IWSP/OIWSP commences in January,
May, August and September each year.
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FUNDING & SUPPORT
WHICH PROGRAMMES
HAVE OIWSP
Most SIT and SIT-joint degree
programmes offer OIWSP.
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BENEFITS OF OIW
TO EMPLOYERS

Work-Ready Candidates
SIT students are
predominantly polytechnic
graduates who possess
skillsets to fit into relevant
job roles immediately.

Funding schemes are available to both
employers and students for OIWSP to selected
markets. This will help to alleviate manpower
cost, as well as overseas living expenses.

Having SIT undergraduates can benefit
your organisation in the following ways

Contribution to
Significant Projects

Fresh International
Perspectives

Extended work duration
allows students to be
assigned to bigger and
more significant projects.

OIWSP candidates provide
fresh perspectives and
can help to create a more
dynamic and vibrant work
environment.

Singapore Institute of Technology
Global Experience
For more information,
contact us at GED@SingaporeTech.edu.sg
or visit our website at www.SingaporeTech.edu.sg
All information is accurate at time of print. SIT reserves the right to amend any information without prior notice.
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